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DNS of shock boundary�layer interaction �
preliminary results for compression ramp �ow

By N� A� Adams

Preliminary results of a direct numerical simulation of a turbulent boundary layer
along a compression�ramp atM � � are presented� The evolution of mean��ow pro�
�les and correlations are in accordance with trends in experimental data and theoret�
ical predictions� With the present simulation parameters no large�scale streamwise
vortical structures can be found� and there is no upstream�communication across
the region of �ow separation� Explicit compressibility e�ects are signi�cant in the
region of strong interaction between shock and turbulent boundary layer�

�� Motivation and objectives

In this report we summarize recent accomplishments of an ongoing e�ort towards
direct numerical simulation and large�eddy simulation of shock�turbulence inter�
action� The main objective is to provide a quantitative assessment of the shock
boundary layer interaction� Also� we hope eventually to be able to understand the
complex coupling mechanisms in the non�equilibrium area where shock� turbulence�
and mean��ow �separation	 interact strongly� A goal of this e�ort is to provide DNS
results for the validation of relevant LES simulations�
In this report we want to demonstrate the feasibility of DNS for these kinds of

physically complex �ows� Preliminary analysis of the generated data�base should
indicate trends for turbulence statistics� A subsequent improved simulation which
is presently in progress is expected to allow for a conclusive assessment�

�� Accomplishments

We present preliminary results for the �ow structure and �ow phenomena asso�
ciated with shock turbulent boundary layer interaction along an 
�o compression
ramp� The �ow is at M � � and Re � �� based on the free stream velocity and
kinematic viscosity and using as a reference length about a �fth of the turbulent
boundary�layer thickness at in�ow� Well documented experimental data at same
Mach number� signi�cantly higher Reynolds number� and a ramp de�ection angle
of ��o are available by Zheltovodov� see Settles et al� �
��
	� The experimental
oncoming �uctuation pro�les� however� are signi�cantly distorted due to boundary�
layer tripping� As the experiment shows� the wall temperature is almost constant
before and after the compression� This is consistent with our assumption of an
isothermal wall in the present simulation�
The numerical scheme is based on the hybrid compact�upwind ENO schemes as

proposed by Adams � Shari� �
���	� The numerical method� boundary conditions�
implementational issues� and code validation have been reported by Adams �
����

���� 
���	�
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Figure �� Computational mesh �each 
th grid line shown	�

In�ow data are taken from a separate DNS of a temporally evolving turbulent
�at plate boundary layer� We use one realization� i�e� the streamwise periodic
�ow �eld at one time instant� of this DNS which is convected at ��U� through
the in�ow�plane of the computational domain� This convection velocity is estimated
from the average absolute speed of large�scale structures �Adams and Kleiser 
���	�
For a recent discussion on turbulent in�ow data for DNS see Chung and Sung
�
���	� Since our main purpose here is to demonstrate the feasibility of supersonic
compression ramp DNS� in�ow�data de�ciencies are considered to be less signi�cant�
In a subsequent well�resolved DNS� in�ow data are to be taken from a separate
spatial boundary�layer DNS� For the present simulation a discretization of � cells
in the streamwise� � the in spanwise� and 
� in the wall�normal direction have been
used� The sampling�time was about �
� time�units with �� data samples� which
yields about � GWords of stored data� The computing time was about � CPU
hours on � concurrently running CPUs on a NEC SX��� where the code presently
reaches about ��� GFLOPs on � CPUs �work on further parallel optimization is in
progress	�
In Fig� 
 we present a side�view of the domain and the mesh discretization� and in

Table 
 the start�point coordinates of mesh planes are given along which �ow�data
have been sampled and evaluated�

TABLE 
� Evaluation mesh�line start�point coordinates�

i �x�	 ��z	
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��
� �
��� ��
� ����� ���
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Figures � and � show visualizations of the instantaneous �ow �eld� In Fig� �
the gray�scale distribution of the backward plane and the ramp surface corresponds
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Figure �� Pressure and iso�surface of longitudinal velocity� u � ��� t � �������

to the local static pressure� The ramp�shock� emerging from the area of sepa�
rated �ow close to the corner� is evident� A surface of streamwise contravariant
velocity component uc � ��U� indicates the increased �uctuation level after the
compression� In the back�plane pressure distribution� close to the boundary�layer
edge� local pressure peaks can be seen� From a time sequence it has been con�
�rmed that these pressure�peaks are generated whenever a violent ejection event
occurs� Subsequently� they are convected downstream and their strength decreases�
Similar observations� identi�ed as shocklets� have been made experimentally� see
Smits and Dussauge �
���	� In Fig� � the shock� which forms essentially outside of
the boundary layer� is visualized by a surface of high negative velocity dilatation
�divu � ���	� Essentially� no shock motion can be detected from time sequences
of shock surfaces� except for some shock�foot oscillations towards and away from
the wall� This behavior is related to the dynamics of the �ow near the corner�

Figure � shows iso�contours of the instantaneous spanwise vorticity �eld in a
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Figure �� Density and shock�surface� div�u	 � ���� t � �������

�a� �b�

Figure �� Spanwise vorticity at y � 
��� t � ������� �a	� and t � �����
� �b	�

cross�plane �truncated to an area close to the corner	 at two time instances� The
pressure rise in front of the corner causes the near�wall shear layer to separate� There
is no indication of large�scale vortical structures� such as G�ortler�like vortices� for
instance�
Iso�contours of the time�averaged �using �� samples over about �� time�units	
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�a� �b� �c�

Figure �� Time�averaged streamwise contravariant vorticity at position � �a	
�
��� � �cx � ���� � � �b	 ����� � �cx � ���� and � �c	 ���� � �cx � ����

streamwise contravariant �approximately longitudinal	 vorticity��eld in cross�planes
are shown in Fig� �� Position � is in front of the corner� Fig� ��a	� position � right
after the corner� Fig� ��b	� and position � further downstream� Fig� ��c	� These
�gures con�rm the apparent lack of large�scale streamwise vortical motions�

The G�ortler number� estimated from streamline curvature of the Favre�averaged
velocity��eld� does not exceed values of about GT � � �for a de�nition see e�g� Smits
and Dussauge �
���	� p� ���	 so that G�ortler instability of the separated �ow seems
not likely �the critical value for the G�ortler number de�ned with the momentum
thickness is about �	� In any case� the spanwise wavelength of a dominant G�ortler
instability is about ��� �two mean boundary�layer thicknesses	� which cannot be
represented in our simulation since the spanwise extent of the computational do�
main is too narrow �somewhat less than one mean boundary�layer thickness	� Note
that� in a numerical simulation of a supersonic transitional boundary layer along
a compression ramp at low Reynolds number by Comte � David �
���	� G�ortler
vortices were present�

Results of rapid distortion theory �RDT	 indicate that the strong Reynolds anal�
ogy �SRA	 is not valid across the interaction region �Mahesh et al�� 
���	� To
address this issue the correlation of u�� and T �� has been time�traced at � positions
before� within� and after the interaction area �Table �	� Apparently SRA holds
within generally accepted accuracy of about �� correlation before the interaction�
collapses within the interaction region� and recovers only slowly further downstream�
This fact is of signi�cance for turbulence modeling� where SRA is often employed
when incompressible models are extended to compressible �ows�

Figure ��a	 shows surface�pressure and skin�friction� averaged over �� time sam�
ples� The ramp corner is at x � �� The skin friction coe�cient of the oncoming
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TABLE �� Evaluation mesh�line start�point coordinates�

x y z corr�T�u�	

����� � 
��� ����
����� 
�� 
��� ���
����� � 
��� ����
����� 
�� 
��� ��
�
����� � ���� ����
����� 
�� ���� ����

turbulent mean �ow is about Cf � ��� which corresponds to a Reynolds num�
ber about � times smaller than in the previously mentioned experiment of Zhel�
tovodov� according to the van Driest Cf �correlation �Schlichting� 
���� p� ���	�
The Reynolds number� de�ned with the distance from the leading edge� is approx�
imately ReL � 
� for the simulation� while for the experiment it is about
ReL � ����� The Cf �distribution downstream of the compression still becomes
smoother by adding more samples� The value of the surface pressure psurf after the
compression reaches the level predicted by inviscid theory� An in�ection point in
the psurf �distribution has developed roughly at the corner� indicating incipient sep�
aration� Within the sponge layer� between x � �� and the end of the computational
domain� the mean��ow pro�les are signi�cantly distorted since the turbulent �ow is
forced towards a thin laminar pro�le� This is the reason for the strong excursions of
Cf in this region� In a subsequent simulation the �ow will be forced to a turbulent
mean��ow pro�le instead�

Figure ��b	 shows time�traces of an average �instantaneous� separation location�
which we de�ne as the �rst point where the spanwise averaged skin�friction be�
comes negative and the average �instantaneous� reattachment location� the last
point where the spanwise averaged skin�friction becomes positive again� While the
separation line shows a clearly regular oscillation� the reattachment line does not�
The Fourier�transform of the separation�point location has a peak at a frequency
of about � � �

� which corresponds to the time�scale imposed by the in�ow�data�
The abovementioned way of imposing in�ow�data generates a temporal correlation
time scale of size Lx��� at in�ow �Lx � � is the streamwise computational box�size
of the temporal DNS	� The Fourier�transform of the reattachment�point location�
however� does not show a similar dominant frequency� It can be concluded that
hypotheses about upstream communication e�ects in a separation bubble �Smits
and Dussauge� 
���	� are not validated by our simulation since separation and
reattachment location are apparently decorrelated�

Pro�les at streamwise positions 
 through � as given in Table 
 are shown� Figure
��a	 shows a sequence of Favre�averaged temperature pro�les� staggered by incre�
ments of �� for convenience� A sequence of Favre�averaged contravariant�velocity
pro�les in Fig� ��b	� staggered by increments of ��� shows deformations by regions
of retarded �ow due to the adverse pressure gradient� From Fig� ��a	 it can be seen
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Figure �� Skin friction and surface pressure� �a	� Mean separation �S	 and
reattachment �R	 locations and their Fourier�transforms� displayed over frequency
�� �b	�
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Figure �� Favre�averaged temperature� �a	� and Favre�averaged contravariant
velocity pro�les� �b	�

that the mean �ow reattaches just before the corner� This behavior is consistent
with experimental results at M � ���� for an incipient separation at an 
�o�ramp
�Ardonceau et al�� 
���	� Note that sampling stations � and � are just after mean
separation and just after mean reattachment� respectively� such that a region of
separated �ow can only be seen vaguely in pro�le number �� Favre�averaged ve�
locity pro�les �rst thicken across the interaction region to become thinner again
further downstream� mainly also due to the reduced post�shock boundary layer
edge�velocity� The mean velocity pro�les recover slowly towards an equilibrium
shape�
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Figure �� Normal Reynolds�stress� �a	� and Reynolds shear�stress� �b	�
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Figure 	� Total dissipation �a	� and dilatational dissipation �b	�

Pro�les of Reynolds�stresses �using contravariant velocities	� shown in Fig� �� stag�
gered by �� and ��� respectively� evolve qualitatively essentially as reported
in Smits and Muck �
���	� The evolution of the normal stresses is characterized by
a pronounced peak near the boundary�layer edge� besides the near�wall peak which
can be found in any statistically developed turbulent boundary layer� Fig� ��a	� Fig�
ure ��b	 shows pro�les of the shear�stress pro�les at stations 
 through �� Pro�les
� and � show an increased u��w���correlation near the boundary layer edge� which is
also typical for a late transitional boundary layer �Adams and Kleiser� 
���	� where
detached shear�layers in the outer boundary�layer part are generated and break up�
The areas of maximum Reynolds shear�stress do not coincide with those of maxi�
mum turbulence intensity �those rather follow the Reynolds normal�stress	 at these
stations� Similar to the normal stresses� the shear�stresses are ampli�ed across the
interaction region and show a non�equilibrium pro�le at station �� Qualitatively�
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the results again agree with experimental data of Smits and Muck �
���	�
Well within the boundary layer the normal�stresses are ampli�ed across the in�

teraction region by about one order of magnitude� which corresponds to experimen�
tal �ndings� Smits and Muck �
���	� Essentially the same holds for the Reynolds
shear�stress� The ampli�cation of the Reynolds shear�stress is consistent with RDT�
predictions �Mahesh et al�� 
���	 for large shock�obliqueness angles�whereas for a
normal shock the Reynolds shear�stress would be damped�

The simulation results also indicate that terms appearing explicitly in the com�
pressible form of the turbulent�kinetic�energy equation� such as pressure dilatation
and dilatational dissipation� assume an appreciable value of up to ��� of the total
dissipation in the interaction region �Fig� �	 whereas they are insigni�cant in �at
plate boundary layers up to M � � �Guo � Adams� 
���	� These results need to
be con�rmed by higher resolution simulations�

�� Future plans

Well resolved simulations at higher Reynolds number are in progress� Along
with the DNS� e�ort on LES is presently pursued by evaluating modeling strategies
with respect to their suitability for compressible boundary layer� To assess the
e�ectiveness of the LES for compression ramp �ow we will conduct a priori analyses
of the compression ramp DNS data� Implications for turbulence modeling will be
addressed�
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